
OUR TARGET
ExArePee was born from a community of

crypto enthusiasts and that community feel
will always remain hyped. We strive to create

and maintain a safe space for investors in
Crypto Gaming and passive income through

reward tokenomics.
 

From this community-fuelled fire, a
revolutionary idea was formed. 

 
"We don't predict the future, we create it"
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WHITEPAPER



EXAREPEE GAMING 
 
 

FASTTRACKING LISTING ON CG
AND CMC

 
 
 

DEXTOOLS TRENDING
 
 

AUDIT
 
 

CELEBRITY ENDORSMENT
 
 

POOCOIN ADS
GOOGLE ADS

FACEBOOK ADS
 

MEDIUM
INVESTING.COM

BUSINESS INSIDER

FEATURES

 
Automatic Rewards

 
 
 

Earn Passive Income
 
 
 

Huge marketing plans
with experienced devs

 
 
 

Anti dump mechanism
 
 
 

Antibot Measures
Safu driven design

 

 COMPLETE SAFU 
 

At ExArePee we understand that the
crypto space, specifically DeFi sector, is

plagued with a
vast number of scams, honeypots and

rug pulls.
To combat this, we believe in being as

open, honest and transparent as
possible with our

community and investors. Therefore
we have taken the following measure

to make sure your funds are 100%
SAFU:

-Initial LP is locked for 14 days and
can be increased further as the

community decides
-The dev wallet will be locked upon

launch
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TOKENOMICS
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Token
ExArePee | Symbol: $EXP

 
Slippage:

on buy: 20% or more
on sell: 20% or more

 
Buy: 

Rewards 8%
Marekting 4%

LP 4 %
 

Sell:
Rewards 8%

Marketing 4%
LP 4%

 
Max Hold 1%

Max Buy/Sell 0.5%
 



"WE DONT' PREDICT THE
FUTURE, WE CREATE IT"

ROADMAP

Project conceptualization

website launch
whitepaper release
AMA's
Pancake Swap Listing
Community Giveaways
First ExArePee Game

PHASE 1

More GAME Releases

Post launch marketing

Listing on CG and CMC

More AMA's

10,000 Twitter and

Telegram Members

Celebrity Partnerships

More Community

Giveaways

Merch Shop

PHASE 2

Listing on Central
Exchanges
More Celebrity
Partnerships
More Community
Giveaways
More to be announced!

PHASE 3
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FAQ

? How many XRP can I claim?
✓ The XRP will be automatically paid to the same BSC BEP-20 wallet address that is

holding $EXP based on the ratio of $EXP you hold or the total XRP pool.
 

 ? What is the XRP pool?
✓ 8% of every transaction is taken and redistributed to all $EXP holders in $XRP. 

 
? What do I need to do to passively earn XRP?

✓ Simply holding $EXP will earn you a share of the XRP rewards pool, proportional to
the amount of $EXP you hold. One advantage is that everyone will get there XRP at the

same time, so you cannot forget it like many projects where you have to claim it
manually.

 
? When can I claim my XRP?

✓ The XRP will be automatically paid your wallet every hour. 
 

? Why is my collectible XRP less than yesterday?
 ✓ Several factors impact XRP claim amount.

1. The amount of XRP in the pool is distributed based on percentage. The more XRP
there, the more you get, however, it is ALWAYS based on percentage. The less there,

the less you get. IT IS NOT CUMULATIVE
2. There is a cycle before your XRP gets paid automatically and the more transactions
you make with this coin, the more the cycle changes. Be aware of that when you are

thinking of selling high to buy low
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FIND US HERE:

www.exarepee.com

https://t.me/ExArePee

info@exarepee.com
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https://twitter.com/ExArePeeToken

http://www.exarepee.net/
http://www.exarepee.net/
https://t.me/RiotRewards
mailto:info@exarepee.com
https://twitter.com/ExArePeeToken


DISCLAIMER
The information provided in this disclaimer and the corresponding website does not constitute

investment advice,  financial advice, trading advice, or any other sort of advice and you should not
treat any of the website’s content as such. 

 
The EXAREPEE team does not recommend that any cryptocurrency should be bought, sold, or held
by you. Do conduct your own due diligence and consult your  financial advisor before making any

investment decisions. By purchasing EXAREPEE, you agree that you are not purchasing a security or
investment and you agree to hold the team harmless and not liable for any losses or taxes you may

incur.  You should have no expectation of any form from EXAREPEE and its team.
Always make sure that you are in compliance with your local laws and regulations before you make

any purchase. 
 

Please note there are always risks associated with smart-contracts, please use at your own risk.
EXAREPEE is not a registered broker, analyst or investment advisor. Everything that we provide on
this site is purely for guidance, informational and educational purposes. All information contained
herein should be independently verifi ed and con firmed. We do not accept any liability for any loss

or damage whatsoever caused in reliance upon such information or services. Please be
aware of the risks involved with any trading done in any financial market. Do not trade with money

that you cannot a fford to lose. When in doubt, you should consult a qualified  financial advisor
before making any investment decisions.
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